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Abstract

Self-adaptation has been frequently employed in
evolutionary computation. Angeline [1995] de-
fines three distinct adaptive levels which are:
population, individual, and component level.
Cultural Algorithms have been shown to provide
a framework in which to model self-adaptation
at each of these levels. Here, we examine the
role that different forms of knowledge can play
in the self-adaptation process at the population
level for evolution-based function optimizers. In
particular, we compare the relative performance
of normative and situational knowledge in
guiding the search process. An acceptance func-
tion using a fuzzy inference engine is employed
to select acceptable individuals for forming the
generalized knowledge in the belief space. Evo-
lutionary programming is used to implement the
population space. The results suggest that the
use of a cultural framework can produce sub-
stantial performance improvements in execution
time and accuracy for a given set of function
minimization problems over population-only
evolutionary systems.

1 Introduction

Evolutionary Computation (EC) methods have been suc-
cessful in solving many diverse problems in search and
optimization due to the unbiased nature of their opera-
tions which can still perform well in situations with little
or no domain knowledge [Fogel, 1995]. However, there
can be considerable improvement in EC’s performance
when acquired problem solving knowledge during evo-
lution is used to bias the problem solving process in or-
der to identity patterns in an evolving population’s per-
formance environment [Reynolds, 1993, 1996; Chung
1996]. These patterns are used to influence the genera-
tion of candidate solutions, promote more instances of
desirable candidates, or to reduce the number of less de-
sirable candidates in the population.

Adaptive evolutionary computation takes place when
an EC system is able to incorporate such knowledge into
its representation and associated operators in order to
facilitate the pruning and promoting activities mentioned
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above. These adaptations can take place at three different
scales: the population level, the individual level, and the
component level [Angeline, 1995]. At the population
level, aspects of the system parameters that control all
elements of the population can be modified. At the indi-
vidual level, aspects of the system that control the action
of specific individuals can be modified. At the compo-
nent level, adaptive ECs dynamically alter how the indi-
vidual components of each individual will be manipu-
lated independently.

However, traditional ECs have limited or implicit
mechanisms for representing and reasoning about the
collective experience of individuals in a population. So
we need an explicit mechanism for performing these ac-
tivities that is compatible with an evolutionary learning
perspective. In human societies, culture can be viewed as
a vehicle for the storage of information that is globally
accessible to all members of the society and that can be
useful in guiding their problem solving activities. As
such, groups that are able to support a cultural tradition
can use their cultural heritage as knowledge with which
to bias the generation of individuals on at least a pheno-
typic level. This can be achieved by using collective
knowledge to facilitate the production of phenotypes that
are pronaising in a given environment on the one hand,
and deterring the production of phenotypes that are less
likely to be productive on the other.

Cultural algorithms have been developed in order to
model the evolution of the cultural component of an
evolutionary computational system over time as it accu-
mulates experience. As a result, cultural algorithms can
provide an explicit mechanism for global knowledge and
a useful framework within which to support self-
adaptation within an EC system.

Cultural Algorithms are computational models that
consist of a social population and a belief space. The
experience of individuals selected from the population
space by the acceptance function is used to generate
problem solving knowledge that resides in the belief
space. The belief space stores and manipulates the
knowledge acquired from the experience of individuals
in the population space. This knowledge can control the
evolution of the population component by means of the
influence function. As such a Cultural Algorithm is a
dual inheritance system that supports the development of
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hybrid systems consisting of an underlying evolutionary
search engine at the population level and a symbolic
learning component at the belief level. In this study, the
population component of the Cultural Algorithm will be
Evolutionary Programming (EP) and the global knowl-
edge will be represented using interval schema.

The purpose of this study is to find the relationships
between cultural algorithm mechanisms and optimization
performances. Our conjecture is that the knowledge
needed to control evolutionary search by cultural algo-
rithms will be dependent on the problem’s characteristics
and structure.

2 EP and Self-Adaptation
EC algorithms for optimization can be generally de-
scribed by the following equation:

x[p,n]TM = $(v(z[i,,n]’))
where x[p,n]’ is a population which consists of p candi-

date solutions with n parameters under a particular repre-
sentation at time t. v is a variation operator to be applied
to generate new solutions, and s is the selection operator
that determines which candidate solutions will be sur-
vived in the next population x[p,n]’÷t. In EP, s is imple-
mented by tournament selection mechanism. The fol-
lowing is the basic EP algorithm.

2.1 A basic EP Algorithm

This is a basic EP algorithm framework [Fogel, 1995]
that will serve as the population component for the Cul-
tural Algorithms described here.
(i) Select an initial population of p candidate solutions,

.~/~n], from a uniform distribution within the given do-
main for each of the n parameters.

(2) Assess the performance score of each parent solutions by
the given objective function f.

(3) Generate p new offspring solutions from x[p,n] by ap-
plying the variance operator, v. Now there are 2p solutions
in the population.

x[2p.nl = v(x[p,n])
(4) Assess the performance score of each offspring solutions

by the given objective t’unction f.
(5) For each individual, select c competitors at random from

the population of 2p size. Conduct pairwise competitions
between the individual and the competitors. This proce-
dure can be described as:

For each xi, i = l,A ,2p, a value, number of wins, WI is
assigned according to:

w,=~w:,=, w:={l’O. if ./’tx,)< f(x,,,otherwise

where o#i, the index for a opponent o=truncate(2pu+ I).

truncate(x) produces the greatest integer less than or
equal to x. c is the number of competitions, and
u - U(0,1), uniform random variable.

(6) Select the p solutions that have the greatest number of
wins ( i) to be parents for the next generation.

(7) The process proceeds to step 3 unless the available execu-
tion time is exhausted or an acceptable solution has been
discovered.

Step (5) and (6) are procedures for the selection operator
s usually used in EP.

2.2 Component level SA mechanism

Schwefel [1995] devised a method for Evolution Strate-
gies to self-adapt o’, a parameter used to calculate mu-
tation step sizes. This method can be represented as:

X[p,n]’+’ = s(v( X[p,n]’))
where X is a composite structure of both real number x
and ty. In this paper we use the following notation to
represent this structure: X =<x, ff> ¯ Here, we denote jth

parameter value for ith individual as simply xij, and the

jth tY value for ith individual as simply G;.j. The varia-

tion operator in this method was defined as:
For all components i = I,A ,p and j = I,A ,n

Xl,+i. J "~" .ri,j + (~i.j " Ni,j(O, l)

G~.,.j = Gi.j .exp(r’. N~.j (0,1) + t’. N~.j (O,Ill
wherc Ni.j(O,l) is a realization of a Gaussian normal devi-

ate for the jth parameter of ith individual, x,,,j is an off-

spring of x~.j before selection. The offspring’s step size

is log normal perturbation of the parent’s step size. The
global factor ¢,. N,4(0,1) allows for an overall change 

the mutability, whereas .r.Nhj(0,1) allows for individual

changes in the step size of mutation. His recommended
settings for the parameters T and "c’ are
¯ ’ = (2~/~n)-’, r = (~-;n)-’ respectively.

2.3 Individual level SA mechanism
Here we developed an individual level self-adaptive EP
that can be represented as:

< X[p,n],age[p] >’+’= s(v( X[p,n],age[p] >’)),

where age, means the age for the individual i. This rep-

resents a survival index for an individual. When an indi-
vidual is initially generated by mutation, the age is zero.
After the tournament selection, if an individual survives,
then the count is increased by one. If the survival count
reaches the number of individuals in the population, the
counter is re-initialized to one. This index is used in the
following way. The older an individual, the more likely it
is to be associated with be a local optima. In order to
escape from this locality, a larger perturbation may be
required than normal. If we use this idea into Schwefel’s
self-adaptive method, the variation operator will be:

For all components i= I,A ,p and j= I,A ,n

xl,+~.j = Xhj + Gi.j "age~ ̄ N,.i(0,1)
G ,,.,.j = 0i.1 -exp(l"’. N hj(O,I) + X" N~.j ~,O,I))
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3 How to Culture EP
In the cultural model, the results of selection and per-
formance evaluation at the population level are used as a
basis for adjusting and reasoning about beliefs in the
belief space. These new beliefs, in turn, effect the selec-
tion and adaptation of individuals at the population level.
Therefore we view Cultural Algorithms as supporting
population level self-adaptation [Reynolds, 1996].

Cultural Algorithm for optimization problems can be
represented in general as:

x[p,n] ’÷l = s,.~,,,, ( v,.,,i,,, , (x[p.n]’ ,beliefs’ ),beliefr r )

beliefr can be used for influencing variance operator
and/or selection operator, beliefs" itself can be adjusted as
the following:

belie./’x ’’l = adju.vt(belieJ~", accept(p,t))

There are two basic categories of knowledge that we will
consider: normative and situational. Normative knowl-
edge is expressed here in interval form and provides
standards for individual behavior and as well as guide-
lines within which individual adjustments can be made.
Situational knowledge provides a set of exemplar cases
that are useful for the interpretation of specific individ-
ual experience. While there are other types of knowledge
that can be contained within a cultural system, these two
were selected because they are viewed to be fundamental
to the operation of cultural systems.

3.1 Beliefspace structure

The formal syntax of the bellboy defined in this study is a
pair structure < E, NIn]>, where E is a set of exemplar

best individuals that constitute the situational knowledge.
The normative component, N, is a collection of interval
information describing each of the n parameters. Each
one of the intervals in the belief space is represented as a
triple< I,L,U >. ! corresponds to a closed interval, a

continuous set of real numbers x. represented as a an
upper and lower boundary pair:

! =[I,u] = {xll< x < u}.
Both of the bounds . /(lower bound) and u (upper
bound), are initialized by the given domain values. Lj

represents the performance score of the lower bound ! for
parameter j. Uj represents the performance score of the

upper bound u for parameter j. They are initialized as

3.2 Acceptance function
The following fuzzy accept function as shown in figure I
determines the number of individuals which can be used
to adjust the beliefspace.

Current d Fuzzy Inference I
Generation

1

Acceptance

ISuccess Fu net ion
Ratio

Number of Individuals
¯ which will impact the

current beliefs

Figure 1. The Fuzzy Inference Acceptance Function

The antecedent membership functions used here are
given in figures 2 and 3. The consequent membership
function is shown in figure 4. The set of rules used here
are shown in table 1.

initia)~nal % ,

III 51) 911

Figure 2 Membership functions for Current Generation
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~..;
.... : ~ : ; ; :
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Figure 3 Membership functions for Success Ratio

:. ,. ,.
[0 50 tJI)

Figure 4 Membership functions for num. individuals

._..NN.._
FF 1 L"6

Table 1 Fuzzy Inference Rules

3.3 Adjusting the belief space
Here, the situational knowledge consists of the current
best and the old best parameter vector found so far, that
is, E = 1~’,~’-~1 and updated by the following rule:

~,.,={ ~’,,/, ~1" f(’~"")<Jt~’Jotherwi.ve

where ~’ denotes the best individual (solution parameter¯ IwXt

vector) in tlze population at time t.

The normative knowledge component in the belief
space, N, is updated as follows. The parameter values for
individuals selected by the acceptance function are used
to calculate the current acceptable interval for each pa-
rameter in the belief space. The idea is to be conserva-
tive when narrowing the interval and be progressive
when widening the interval. Therefore, we can formulate
the interval update rule as the following (assume ac-
cepted individuals from the operator accept(p,t) are ith

and kth individual):
For the left boundary and its score for parameter j:
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/;*’ =Sx".,i/xi.j’ < Ij’ or f(x~) < L’j

Ll~ otherwise

l./.7,_~f(x,)., , if x,a<l; or f(x,)<L’,-[ c, o,h,,,.~

where the ith individual affects the lower bound for pa-
rameter j. l; is the lower limit for parameter j at genera-

tion t and L~j denotes the performance score for that lower

limit.
For the right boundary and its score for parameter j:

- ~x*., if x,.I > u’) or .f(x,) < #+1 --u~~ u’j otherwise

=Sf(x,) if x, j ~ u’j or f(x,)< U;"1
L u; taher~ze

where the kth individual affects the upper bound for pa-
rameter j. u; represents upper limit for variable j at gen-

eration t and u~ denotes the performance score for it.

3.4 Cultured EPalgorithm
The first step below should be inserted between (2) and
(3) and the second step between (6) and (7) in the 
EP algorithm shown in subsection 2. l.
¯ Initialize the belief space with the given problem

domain and candidate solutions. The structure of the
belief space was given in subsection 3.1.

¯ Update the belief space using the acceptance func-
tion in 3.2. The belicfspac¢ update rule is described
in sections 3.3 and 3.4.

4 Cultured EP versions
The belief space knowledge can influence the evolution-
ary operator v, variation, in two ways: (1) determining
the size of the changes, step size (2) and determining the
direction of change, e.g. increase or decrease the current
value. Four basic categories of Cultural Algorithms were
produced by to support each of these possible permuta-
tions.

4.1 CAEP(Ns)
This version uses only normative knowledge for deciding
the step size of mutation.

xp.j = x,.j + size(l j). N,j (O,l)

where s&e(lj) represents the size of belief interval for

the parameterj.

4.2 CAEP(Sd)
This version uses only situational knowledge for decid-
ing the direction of" mutation.

_ _ . ,:
=Ix.’,-h,,.,..,(o.,)lif x,.,>X p.,.j

[xlj +G,’j" N/,,(O.I) ,thervvi.¢e

where G~.j represents the individual level step size for ith

variable of jth individual. Ej is the best exemplar pa-

rameter value as the situational knowledge for variable j
in the belief space.

4.3 CAEP(Ns+Sd)
This version integrates both normative knowledge for the
step size and situational knowledge for mutation direc-
tion together as shown in the following influence rule.

=I/,-lsi,,(1,>.N,,(O.l>l- " i:

4.4 CAEP(N,+Nd)
This version uses only normative knowledge for both
step sizes and directions. The basic idea behind this ver-
sion is to perturb small when the parameter value of a
parent is in good acceptable range at random direction;
otherwise perturb according to the current belief range
found toward the current range in the belief space.

[ x,j +l.,ize(l,).N,j(O.l~ if x,., <|i
¯ I is

Ix1.j +fl’.~iz~(Ij }’ Ni.,(O.l) othelarise

where l j and uj means the current lower limit and upper
limit in the belief space for the parameter j respectively.
/l is set to 0.2.

5 Implementation and Test Results

In this study we implement systems with different level
of self-adaptation as shown in table 2. Wc investigate
how the different self-adaptation mechanisms and knowl-
edge types affects problem solving performance of 28
different optimization oroblems, shown in Filzurc 5.

S~stem NameSell-adaptive level
Component Level Schwefel’s SA
Individual Level Indv. Level SA
Population Level CAI~p(Ns). CAEP(Sd).

CAEP(Ns+Sd). CAEP(Ns+Nd)
Table 2 Implemented Sysytems

For fair comparisons, we used the same population size
(p=40), the same number of function evaluations, the
same number of maximum generations, and the same
same number of tournament competitions. Evolution
starts from the same initial population for each problem.
Used initial sigma for Schwefel’s SA was 5.0.

It is possible that a perturbed offspring can violate the
given domain constraints. When that happened a sto-
chastic correction method is employed to prodcue a legal
individual. For example, if a mutation violates the
boundary for the parameter, the new value for the pa-
rameter will be forced to be stochastically near the
boundary but within the required range. This is achieved
by the followi-ng rule.

[dlj+lNL~(O,O.I)lif < dlj.~ p., j

xe+,j = lduj-I N, j (0,O.I)l if xr.,j > duj
[ xe,,j otherwise
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where dl~ and dtt~ represent the lower and upper limits

of the domain constraints for parameter j.
Sphere: f,(.i)= Ey~ 2

):Roscnbrock’s: f2 ix) = 100(x~ - 2 +(1- x , )2

Oe.|ong F4 with noi.~e: .[;(x) = E:.,[ i-x, ~ + Nt0. n)]

Shekel’s roxholes:
s,t+J = ,/uuo2 + ~

t

/ t-I j+ ~l tJ+,,l(x, - j)~

Boimchevsky’s: J], (X) = z -I - 2Xzz - 0.3¢os(3~, ) cos(4~2) + 0.3

= El’=,[";-  ocos2=, + io]
Culville’s: .f,(x)= 100ix / -x:): +tl-xt) z +90ix, -x~) z +

(I-x,) 2 +UI((x; -I) 2 +ix, - I) 2)+ 19.8(x~ -I)(x, 

Ackley’s:

s,,, i = -2o <,,,,t-o.-’ ~ E~.,-<,’~ ’ "-
exp(~ ’~-~.. cos 2,x x,). 20 + 

Goldstc’iit-ltrlcc’s:

./,,,(x )= [1 + ix, + x; + I):(19 -14x, + 3.r~ -14x; + 6.¢,x, + 3x: 

[,o+ c2,- + +..;- + 27+:)]
Six hunlp camel buck:

. ./

Easom’s: J’.. ( vJ = - cos( .r u )COS(x: -c" "" ’:-= ,, -s,:

l"loudas’. /" ~(..~’l = -5 sin(xt ) si n(x2 ) sin(.t ~ ) sint x+ ) sint.x~ 

sin(5x~ ) sint5x. ) sin(5x, ) sin(5x4 ) sin(5x~ 

lIVUlSOll’S"

s+~,’-T:Etj,,.’’,,.,,- I,,.’",.~ -I +~,’
¯ ’’ t +’ i

Kmm’s F3. l,,C ~’J = I~--. ,
2 ....

(x, - 16x,; ~" 5.v, )

l " X4 ¯ , .r.Griewank’s: /’,~l x) = 4-~ ~" ,=, - I1 ,., i;os(~/~) 

( ’ 1’5oh.’ -+ !’,d~LKowalik’s: .I,~(~)=.-, a, = +h,~+ v~ l

Matyus’: ]’,s (.t’) = 0.26(x~ + x22) - 0.48x,x..

Zettl’s’ /,,,(.r~ = (.~~ 1- .r~ - 2x, )2 + 0.25x~

,/.gillie, I ¯ xi =Michalewicz’s: fz,(x) = -~’~=,sin(x,)-. ( ), m 20

leeale’s:

s~. (+, =[L+- r,U-,,)1’ +[z25-+,(,-.+])]: +[26zs- ,,u-~;)]’
l.anger-

"""’" r:++ ,J = (<.+-,,,,r/. <os<,,. i1.+-
I"llip.,,oid: f:, ix) = 2~." I I ’’i x."

),Quadratic: J" 4 (.l: ) = .!"
1=1

rI+SchwefL’l 2.22.f,s,.l > = I+,1 +" ,.,I’,I
Scl,w=fd 2.2r f,,,(.r) = max, {I.r, I’ I <_ i ,,}

I-I

2
_ ~.(’llI/lll- .I1~1[~i-II1,1)- ~1-11])

Figure 5 Fuetion Test Cases

Since no single search algorithm is best for all optimiza-
tion problems, we are trying to test as many different
functions possible. A broad spectrum of function opti,ni-
zation problems [Fogel, 1995; Salomon, 1996; Sehwefel,
1995], shown in figure 5, reflect different degree of
complexity. Also we developed a metric to assess the
difficulty of evolutionary learning for a function. This
metric can also be used to predict the number of genera-
tions needed to solve a problem based upon features of
its functional landscape. The features are based upon
parameters that have long been associated with hard to
solve functions in AI as suggested by Winston. The pa-
rameters in this metric are dilnension, modality, and de-
eomposibility. As shown in table 3, modality is assigned
0 if a function is unimodal, a I if a function has a few
local minimums, a 3 if a function has many local mini-
mas. If a parameter is independent of other parameters in
a function, this function is regarded as easy to optimize,
since optimization can be performed in a sequence of n
independent optimization processes. From this observa-
tion, the following condition is developed to find
whether a function is easy to optimize or not [Salomon
1996].

O f<f---.2= ~(~,ih(g

If this condition is satisfied, the function is as easy to
optimize as decomposable functions, because it allows us
to obtain solutions for each x, independently of all other

parameters. Table 3 shows all the characteristics of
functions tested. Column 6 of the table shows the results
of applying this condition; if the I’unctio=~ is
decomposable, the symbol D is assigned; if not. then ND
is assigned. From the above information, ~ve measure the
function difficulty metrics,Jj,,, by the following function.

f=(N,M,D)=200+ 15" N*2" * D
where N: Number of Parameters; M: Modality(0 -3). 
(I - Decomposable, 2 - Not decomposable). The 7th col-
umn of the table shows the calculated function metrics
for each function. This value predicts the number of re-
sources (in this case tempor.’d in terms of generations)
needed to solve the problem based upon its structure.

i’ll n $ J (jr") nlod- deoH|l- t’.1
lilillt pc,sibl,~ lillri¢i

I .~i i-~.lZ..l, i--’1" ii II D hSiI
2 Z I.ll.o. 6.111" II II NIl .Ill
3 5 I..S. I ...’i. I. I" .3 itilllill¢+lli II D .+75
4 ~; I-1.2s, 1.211 I" 1) II D 55o

4’ 3a i.t.2x. I 214l" II (I D 650
5 2 1.65 536, r,5.s3f, I" Q.QIIIXI.I~.III " ND 411
6 2 1-6.ll. 6311" iI I NO 32.
7 S 1-5.12, 5 121" ii 2 ND Ilili i
I< 4 [.lUll. IIl(Ii" ii 3 ND II£v)
9 30 1-32 II. 32.(il" o 2 NO +,m~t
Ill 2 [-2.O, 2 ill" 3.(l(l(l(Itre.( I ND ~121,
II 2 [-3.(1..~ IIl" -I.II31Nle~4ll I ND 321i
12 2 1-1(1(111. llllilil"

- I.(XXKPli~+ll) 1 ND JZli
13 5 II)O. lil" - f, II( ll(lllu <+-Ii I NO Ill+
14 6 1"2 (I. 2.11l"

2.21iqJIk~-II.1 .1 ~D IF.Ill
15 3 1.5 it. 5 iir

-I 174995¢,1-1i2 I D 2ill)
l¢~ "~ll I-I’KK) O. ~lXl III" I1 2 ND ll4IX)
I? 4 [- l.l), I illr

.1 I)7,511¢.1}4 2 ND 6J41|
18 2 I - II).il. Ill.Ill" O I IS;l) 3211
lY 2 1.2.81. 2.,I" .3.TUIIIc.II.t I ND .1211
21) 5 Io II. llJ" -4 6/471Xk:,~.(Xl 2 NO ]llll
21 2 i.5.1l. 5.1)1" li I ND I"11
22 5 II).1). 11).1)1" -[ .lIJIM)llcill(} 2 ND llCl(I
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23 3(i I-~;. 12..~.izr (I (J D 5.~i
24 .laj I-5.12.5 i2I" (I (] hiD IIAKJ
2~ ~J I-IOO. I¢1.UI"

II (] ND i I(il
26 (I KD
2"/ i-li).ll. |f).ili" (] hid

Table 3 Characteristics of the test functions

Table 4 shows tile test results from 20 runs of each on
a Pentiu,n processor for each system and test function.
The first value in a cell shows the average CPU time in
milliseconds taken to complete cach run. Completion
occurs if either the solution is found or the given number
of generations has been reached. Tile tint~ is measured in
such a way that one the solution is found to 6 significant
figures, then the process is stopped, otherwise the proc-
ess is continued unless the maximum number of genera-
tions has been reached. The second value in parenthesis
gives the average percentage of finding the global mini-
mum for tile 20 runs. The mean best value for the func-
tion :st completion is given as the third value. The best
system for each function is given in bold characters
based upon accuracy with generations, and mean best
value used as tie-breakers in that order. The bottom row
shows the average % of runs that found the global mini-
nlLun for each system.
I-’n Sdtw¢lld*s su It|dr. letL’l xa CAEP(NJ) CAEPISUI (’AF-FSNi’I" C’AEPINL+

Sdi Nd}

6 Conclusion
The test results indicate that the population only systems
were always outperfromed by at least one of the cultural
Algorithm configurations. However, since :1 "cultured"
system must have additional overhead t(.) process the
knowledge contained in the belief space is it necess;trilv
true that Cultural versions need snore time to compute
the solution as opposed to the population t~nly systems.
Our results demonstrate that if the :tccumuI:tted knowl-
edge is effective at guiding the search prucess, then
fewer trials and fewer generations may be needed. There-
fore, the best cultural system actually used less CPU time
to reach the required global optimum for each problem.

Also, higher level self-adaptation gives better results
in general. The results demonstrate that the use of a cul-
tural framework for self-adaptation in EP can produce
substantial performance improvements as expressed iq
terms of CPU time, the percentage of finding global
minimum, and the mean best. The nature of thcse im-
provements depends on the type of knowledge used and
the structure of the problem. For example, situational
knowledge may nut be useful for high dimensional
problelns, since systems which use siLuation:d knowledge
like CAEP(Ns+Sd), CAEP(SdL were not she bcsL per-
formers for such problems. Systems that used normative
knowledge exclusively CAEP(Ns+Nd) consistently out-
performed those using situational knowledge. Also the
best performance is produced by systems that use kntwd-
edge to decide both step sizc and direction.
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